LIST #23 - DOUBLING FINAL CONSONANTS

1. stab  stabbed
2. grip  gripping
3. trap  trapped
4. grin  grinning
5. step  stepped
6. trip  tripping
7. shop  shopped
8. wrap  wrapping
9. scrub  scrubbed
10. trim  trimming
11. whip  whipped
12. grab  grabbing
13. drop  dropped
14. chop  chopping
15. drum  drummer
16. shut  shutter
17. swim  swimmer
18. flat  flattest
19. glad  gladdest
20. thin  thinnest

Doubling Rule: If a word has 1 syllable, 1 short vowel, and ends in 1 consonant, you double the final consonant if the ending begins with a vowel. Do not double the final consonant if the ending begins with a consonant.